Love Beyond Death

An autobiographical story about the love
between a young Dutch woman and her
Norwegian friend, who is knocked down
by a car and dies in front of her eyes. In the
middle of the chaos and terror she
perceives how his soul withdraws from his
body and watches the scene. He stays with
her that first, difficult night. An unusual
dialogue develops in which he convinces
her that there is a reality which goes
beyond life and death and that their
relationship continues in this reality. In her
sorrow, love, longing and curiosity about
what is real, she is willing to explore this
contact with him. This leads to an
extraordinary voyage of discovery in the
following months. While she goes through
her process of mourning, he takes her into
his world. She moves out of her body
several times, going through experiences of
other states of consciousness and travelling
through spheres beyond the earthly
dimension of time and space.
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